CONVERSAR AVANZADO JUNIO Modelo 8

CANDIDATO A

YOUR SCHOOL DAYS
You and your friend(s) enjoy remembering the time when you were young children and teenagers, especially your school days. Ask and give your opinion about the topic. Talk and exchange your ideas about it.

You may talk about the following:
  - Your favourite class / teacher / subject
  - How the subjects were taught
  - How education has changed since then

You have 1 minute to prepare. You have to speak for 6-7'5 minutes. Your production will be recorded.

CONVERSAR AVANZADO JUNIO Modelo 8

CANDIDATO B

YOUR SCHOOL DAYS
You and your friend(s) enjoy remembering the time when you were young children and teenagers, especially your school days. Ask and give your opinion about the topic. Talk and exchange your ideas about it.

You may talk about the following:
  - Your favourite class / teacher / subject
  - How the subjects were taught
  - How education has changed since then

You have 1 minute to prepare. You have to speak for 6-7'5 minutes. Your production will be recorded.